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Limb versus Speech Motor Control:
A Conceptual Review
Britta Grimme, Susanne Fuchs, Pascal Perrier,
Gregor Schöner
This paper presents a comparative conceptual review of speech and limb motor
control. Speech is essentially cognitive in nature and constrained by the rules of
language, while limb movement is often oriented to physical objects. We discuss
the issue of intrinsic vs. extrinsic variables underlying the representations of motor
goals as well as whether motor goals specify terminal postures or entire trajectories.
Timing and coordination is recognized as an area of strong interchange between
the two domains. Although coordination among different motor acts within a
sequence and coarticulation are central to speech motor control, they have received
only limited attention in manipulatory movements. The biomechanics of speech
production is characterized by the presence of soft tissue, a variable number of
degrees of freedom, and the challenges of high rates of production, while limb
movements deal more typically with inertial constraints from manipulated objects.
This comparative review thus leads us to identify many strands of thinking that are
shared across the two domains, but also points us to issues on which approaches
in the two domains differ. We conclude that conceptual interchange between the
fields of limb and speech motor control has been useful in the past and promises
continued benefit.
Keywords: motor control, speech motor control, limb movement

Movement is an essential part of human experience. We move by walking, running, talking, and singing without thinking about the complex dynamical processes
necessary to realize these motions. To reach for a cup on a table or to articulate a
single word, we need to determine motor goals, identify movement parameters,
initiate time, coordinate the movement of different parts of the motor apparatus,
and bring about the physical motion through the muscular system. As a semiotic
task ruled by spoken language, speech appears to be quite different at first sight,
and this difference is reflected in the existence of two separate research areas of
speech vs. limb motor control. This paper presents a comparative review of scientific work in both domains and aims at identifying common strands of thinking
as well as issues on which the two domains differ. Such a comparison may lead to
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insights into shared principles between the two forms of motor activity as well as
to the identification of particularities of the two systems.
We organize our review in three parts. First, we analyze the problems of
movement planning and control: Movement planning may formally be defined to
comprise all processes of movement preparation that take place before a movement
is initiated, while control entails the generation of time courses of relevant control
variables which lead to the generation of planned motor acts. Movement planning
and control are quite intimately linked. The time courses of control variables reflect
motor goals, possible optimization principles, and predictable perturbations. Conversely, movement plans can be updated during the preparation or execution of a
motor act. When sequences of motor acts are performed, as is typically the case
in the production of speech, the processes of movement preparation and control
overlap temporally and are intricately interwoven.
Next, we focus on two other closely associated aspects of movement generation:
timing and coordination. Timing is critical to speech production, since it can carry
relevant information for the communication process, and generally involves the
coordination of different end-effectors and different movements. Most goal-directed
arm movements are equally timed, even when such timing does not appear to be
intrinsically required by the purpose of the task. Therefore, we discuss the general
principles of timing and coordination that seem to underlie voluntary movement
across many different tasks.
Finally, in a shorter section, we discuss the main issues in movement execution including control and biomechanical aspects of neuromusculoskeletal effector
systems. Here, the articulatory apparatus displays a number of particularities in
speech production that are worth further investigation.
In all cases, our emphasis is on comparing the conceptual and theoretical
frameworks used in the two fields in addition to comparing the two types of motor
acts themselves.

Movement Planning and Control
To illustrate the processes involved in planning and controlling a movement, we
will take the reader through a scenario that highlights first a speech act and then a
goal-directed hand movement. Think of a patron in a bar who asks for a glass of
water and then drinks it. While catching the attention of the waiter, the customer
selects and plans an appropriate sentence like “A glass of water, please!”, and then
begins to utter that phrase. This requires a sequence of well-coordinated orofacial
movements. The word ’please’, for instance, is made up of the four phonemes /pli:z/,
each of which entails several articulatory subgoals that have to be reached within
a very short time window of approximately 250ms. The labial stop /p/ requires
a bilabial closure, in which the lips form an airtight seal, be followed by a rapid
release, a sequence which generates first an acoustic silent period followed by the
burst characteristic for stops. Simultaneously, the vocal folds must be abducted
to suppress vibrations that would induce the perception of a /b/ instead of a /p/.
During the oral closure for the /p/, the speaker anticipates the production of the
subsequent /l/ that is realized with the tip of the tongue at the alveolars. Adduction
of the glottis starts then with the aim to enable vocal folds vibrations also required
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for /l/. The vowel /i:/ is then produced maintaining a relatively high tongue dorsum
position which leads to the small front and large back vocal tract cavities that are
necessary to generate the typical resonance frequencies of this vowel. Finally, the
fricative /z/ is produced with the tip of the tongue forming a tight constriction at the
alveolars, which generates turbulent flow, while keeping a high jaw position and
adducted vocal folds to maintain their vibrations. Moreover, the speaker lengthens
the sequence /i:z/ to mark a phrase boundary.
After receiving the glass of water, the patron reaches for and grasps the glass
and then brings it to his lips and drinks. The overall goal of this action may be
decomposed into a number of subgoals. First the actor reaches for the glass and
grasps it without overthrowing it and spilling all the water. During the transport
phase of the reaching movements as well as later while transporting the glass
toward the mouth, any obstacles in the hand’s path are avoided. Lifting the glass
requires fine coordination of the normal forces of the grip to avoid slippage while
accelerating the glass tangentially to the grasp surface. Finally, when approaching
the lips with the glass, fine compliant control leads to contact and enables pouring
the water into the mouth.
The first part of the afore described scene highlights typical features of speech
articulatory movements: the existence of articulatory goals, which are lined up in
complex serial order, the intricate coordination involved in achieving the articulatory
goals, as well as coarticulation that occurs as different gestures overlap; all these
gestures are aiming at transmitting cognitive information that will be processed by
the waiter; his appropriate understanding of the information is a requirement for
the second part of the scene to exist.
The second part of the scene emphasizes the importance of available environmental sensory information to enable the definition of several subgoals and
the preparation of a goal-directed motor act composed from these subgoals. For
each subgoal, movement parameters like direction, amplitude, and accuracy of the
movement must be determined at least in part before the motor act is initiated. For
instance, the initial movement direction of the hand reflects the direction toward the
target. Larger and faster movements begin faster and an expectation to encounter
mechanical resistance leads to stronger force generation from the very start of the
movement. This section will begin with an analysis of motor goals. Evidence will
be provided that motor goals in speech motor control differ from the motor goals of
simple object-oriented movements such as grasping or pointing. We will also see,
however, that many core questions of research in motor control are shared across
the two systems. Of these, we will examine two in depth: (1) Are motor goals
extrinsic or intrinsic? (2) Do motor goals specify only the final target position or
do they constrain the entire movement trajectory?

Extrinsic versus Intrinsic Motor Goals in Limb Movements
Motor goals are extrinsic if the Central Nervous System (CNS) specifies the spatial
trajectory or the target equilibrium position of the task’s end-effector (i.e., tool
point or terminal device for the corresponding effector system) in the outer visual
space, such as a finger’s end-point in a pointing task. Motor goals are intrinsic if
defined in an effector-system-specific manner. Thus, intrinsic goals could be joint
angles or forces generated by limb or arm muscles. Below we will criticize this
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conceptual distinction and try to dissolve it. The quest to identify the variables in
terms of which motor goals are represented has, however, been a major theoretical
theme in the field.
The extrinsic motor goals hypothesis was introduced by Bernstein (1935)
who assumed that “there exist in the higher levels of the CNS projections of
space and not projections of joints and muscles” (cited by Morasso, 1981, p. 224,
similar views had been voiced by Hughlings-Jackson as early as 1899). In modern
movement science, the debate about extrinsic vs. intrinsic motor goals began with
studies which found that some key properties of the movement trajectories of the
end-effector were invariant in the outer Cartesian space, across repetitions, conditions, and subjects: movement paths of the end-effector are gently curved and their
tangential velocity profiles are bell-shaped with a single peak (Morasso, 1981;
Abend et al., 1982). Soechting and Lacquaniti (1981) studied pointing arm movements in a vertical plane and interpreted extrinsic invariants as the consequence
of the temporal coordination of the joint angles at the shoulder and the elbow (see
Flanagan and Ostry (1990) for a similar conclusion for jaw movements). Uno et
al. (1989) and Kawato et al. (1990) argued that optimization principles may add
intrinsic to extrinsic constraints. They proposed that human movements are planned
in terms of a number of via-points specified in the extrinsic Cartesian space of the
end-effector. The realization of these extrinsic goals would then be achieved by
optimizing intrinsic variables such as the change of the torque at each joint. Forcefield studies probe this hypothesized combination of extrinsic constraints within
intrinsic optimization. When Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi (1994) asked participants
to move the handle of a robotic manipulandum onto which an initially unknown
force field was applied, participants learned to produce end-effector trajectories
similar to the ones observed in the absence of a force-field. To achieve this invariant
extrinsic motor goal, the participants had to generate quite different torque profiles
at the intrinsic level. According to the authors, this amounted to learning an internal
model of the external force field.
Because extrinsic and intrinsic variables are necessarily in a one-to-one relationship in nonredundant1 effector systems, those experiments—all based on such
systems—are fundamentally inconclusive with respect to the relationship between
these two frames of reference. Any extrinsic constraint can always be recasted as
an intrinsic constraint and vice versa. Most human effector systems are redundant
for most typical human motor tasks, however, both at the kinematic level and at
the level of muscles (Latash et al., 2007). In a redundant effector system, multiple
possible intrinsic kinematic states are possible for any given extrinsic goal. Typically, the set of such task-equivalent joint or muscle configurations forms a continuous set, sometimes called the “uncontrolled” or self-motion manifold (Schöner,
1995). Scholz and Schöner (1999) have proposed that the structure of variance in
the intrinsic space can reveal motor goals in the extrinsic space. Specifically, they
provided a method to decompose variance at the joint level into joint configurations
that leave extrinsic variables invariant and joint configurations that induce variance
of extrinsic variables. Evidence for extrinsic motor goals is obtained if variance
that affects the extrinsic variables is suppressed compared with variance that does
not affect the extrinsic variables. This signature was found in a great variety of
tasks and effector systems that ranged from the sit-to-stand transition (Scholz &
Schöner, 1999), upright stance (Hsu et al., 2007), pointing in 3D (Tseng et al.,
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2003) to shooting (Scholz et al., 2000). How multiple muscles generate a particular
level of torque and stiffness at any individual joint can similarly be analyzed using
the concepts of the uncontrolled manifold (Latash et al., 2007; Krishnamoorthy et
al., 2005, for an early proposal see Laboissière et al., 1996). A theoretical model
showed how the coupling between extrinsic motor goals and intrinsic joint-level
variables may give rise to the structure of variance that the uncontrolled manifold
describes while at the same time providing for classical invariance effects (Martin
et al., 2009). This theory suggests that motor systems are structured by constraints
at the level of extrinsic task variables, which are realized, however, in the form of
coupling structures at the level of the intrinsic effector variables.

Extrinsic Versus Intrinsic Motor Goals in Speech Production
During speech production, the movements of the articulators create temporal
sequences of sounds. At the intrinsic level, activations of the tongue, jaw, lips,
vocal folds and velum muscles, i.e., movements of the speech articulators, and the
resulting vocal tract shapes correspond to the produced patterns of speech. At the
extrinsic level, acoustic signals similarly correspond to the produced patterns of
speech. In this respect, the question of intrinsic vs. extrinsic motor goals may also
be posed in speech production. However, the semiotic nature of speech complicates
the picture. Indeed, speech gestures and speech sounds are produced to carry abstract
linguistic information that is transmitted from the speaker’s brain to the listener’s
brain. Hence, contrary to object-oriented reaching or grasping movements, the
objectives of speech production are defined relative to linguistic information and
communicative intentions of the speaker, but not relative to the directly accessible
physical world. For most communicative intentions, the physical characteristics of
speech production have no meaning by themselves but make sense only in relation
to the listener’s perception. As a result, the physical correlates of speech production
can be highly variable without invalidating the perception of speech. Thus, issues
about the nature of motor goals in speech production have been widely discussed
in the context of the production-perception interaction, taking into account the
structure of the language shared by speakers and listeners.
Four major theories have provided the frameworks for a large amount of
experimental and modeling work and have been at the core of numerous controversial debates (Perkell & Klatt, 1986). The Acoustic Invariance Theory (Stevens
& Blumstein, 1978; Blumstein & Stevens, 1979), the Quantal Theory of Speech
(Stevens, 1972, 1989), and the Adaptive Variability Theory (Lindblom, 1988, 1990)
basically defend the idea that the motor goals are in the auditory perception domain.
Thus, in the language of motor control these theories favor extrinsic motor goals.
In contrast, Stetson (1928) claimed that “Speech is rather a set of movements made
audible than a set of sounds produced by movements.” (Stetson, 1928, p. 29). In
line with Stetson, the Motor Theory (Liberman et al., 1967; Liberman & Mattingly,
1985), and the Direct Realist Theory (Fowler, 1986, 1991) defend the idea that the
goals of speech production lie in the articulatory domain. In the language of motor
control, these goals are intrinsic in nature.
Although originally dealing with speech perception, the four theories have
strongly influenced experimental and theoretical research in speech motor control,
as speech production and perception are intimately linked. Moreover, these theories
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are strongly connected to some influential phonological theories. The Acoustic
Invariance Theory and the Quantal Theory have been developed in relation to the
Feature Theory elaborated by Chomsky & Halle (1968). The Motor Theory and
the Direct Realist Theory are linked with Articulatory Phonology (Browman &
Goldstein, 1986).
Methodologically, the research on extrinsic vs. intrinsic motor goals has
been similar in studies of limb motor control and studies of speech production. In
speech, several studies have looked for invariants, either in the extrinsic acoustic
domain (Stevens & Blumstein, 1978; Strange et al., 1983; Sussman et al., 1998),
or in the intrinsic domain (Fujimura, 1986; Boë et al., 1992; Tremblay et al., 2003;
Baer et al., 1988; Maeda & Honda, 1994). Analogous to the application of external perturbing force-fields in limb movements, perturbation paradigms have been
elaborated to break down the usual associations between extrinsic (acoustics) and
intrinsic (articulation) variables. These perturbations prevented the speakers from
achieving their natural articulatory gestures (Gay et al., 1981; Savariaux et al.,
1995) by modifying the vocal tract geometry (McFarland et al., 1996), distorting
the orosensory (Borden et al., 1973; Kelso & Tuller, 1983) or the auditory feedback
(Houde & Jordan, 1998; Purcell & Munhall, 2006), as well as by altering the relation between the visually perceived articulation and the auditory perceived acoustic
signal (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976).
An analogy at the conceptual level is the notion of redundancy. The cognitive
function of speech in a communicative act permits variability of a certain kind.
Words can be partially identified on the basis of the temporally and spectrally changing physical signal, the semantic context, the frequency of their use, the pragmatic
expectations of the listener, and/or the complexity and form of the phonological or
morphological structure. Thus, the production of speech involves a highly redundant
physical system that projects onto a cognitive space.
Similarly to what emerged for limb motor control research, almost 50 years
of discussion and controversy seem to lead to the conclusion that under normal
conditions the motor goals of speech production are both auditory (i.e., extrinsic)
and articulatory (i.e., intrinsic). This view is defended among others by Guenther
et al. (1998) in his DIVA model or by Schwartz et al. (2010) in the Perceptionfor-Action-Control Theory (PACT). They consider speech gestures not merely as
articulatory units, but as patterns of motor coordination shaped by motor-to-auditory
nonlinearities. Perrier (2005) suggested that under normal conditions the multimodality of the speech goals enables the motor system to adapt control strategies to
context. Based on an analysis of various speech perturbation experiments, Perrier
concluded that the articulatory and auditory modalities do not have equivalent
status, the primary goal of speech is lying in the auditory domain.
This suggests that a speech production analog of the “uncontrolled manifold
hypothesis” might be useful (Schöner, Martin, Reimann, Scholz, 2008, Saltzman,
Kubo, Tsao, 2006). Such a hypothesis would suggest that task-level goals structure
the coupling among the components of the articulatory apparatus such that taskequivalent configurations may be generated depending on context, perturbations, and
the demands of additional task dimensions (Martin et al., 2009). It is then the task
level that determines which patterns of variability are compatible with the action
goals at any moment in time. Developing such a hypothesis and the associated
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tools of analysis may help understanding and predicting the amount of variability
that is compatible with the relevant communicative act.

Endpoint Control or Trajectory Control in Limb Movements
A second, related theoretical issue of motor planning and control is the question
whether motor goals specify merely the target position or configuration of the
effector systems or whether motor goals represent an entire movement trajectory.
In the first case, the time course of movement would emerge from neuro-muscular
processes that are independent of motor goals. In the second case, the time course
of movement results from complex neural processes that are shaped by motor goals.
A direct test of the notion of a planned trajectory was proposed by Polit and
Bizzi (1979) who studied the effect of perturbations applied during arm movements
of large amplitude in the absence of visual feedback in monkeys. In normal and in
deafferented monkeys the perturbations did not prevent the animals from attaining the final target position, consistent with the specification of the final position
only. However, Bizzi et al. (1984) found in a refined experiment that following a
brief phasic perturbation monkeys moved their deafferented arm back toward the
unperturbed trajectory before reaching the final target position. This supported the
notion of a virtual trajectory, a continuous sequence that is planned either in the
intrinsic or in the extrinsic domain.
To explain how the virtual trajectory is elaborated, two main trends exist in
motor control research. The first one proposes that this trajectory results directly
and simply from the properties of the initial and final positions of the movement,
without any specific requirements for the trajectory itself. The second one considers
that the virtual trajectory results from complex processes involving internal representations of the motor system and planning, to match some requirements during
the movement from the initial to the final position. The debate is exemplified by
a controversy that came up in the late nineties between Gomi and Kawato (1996)
and Gribble et al. (1998). Gomi and Kawato (1996) measured the trajectories and
velocity profiles of two-joint (shoulder and elbow) planar arm movements and
estimated the temporal evolution of the joints’ stiffness during the movement.
Using a simple linear second-order model, they estimated the virtual trajectories
of the joint-muscle equilibrium points. Because these trajectories were complex,
the authors concluded that they could not be derived from a peripheral mechanism
that is only controlled by the desired target configuration, requiring instead complex
computations based on internal models of the motor system. In a reaction to this
paper, Gribble et al. (1998) considered the same kind of data. They interpreted in
terms of the Equilibrium Point Hypothesis (Feldman, 1986), in which the length of
virtual muscle equilibrium varies at piecewise constant rates during the movement.
These are determined entirely by the target configuration. Their muscle model had
considerably more physiological detail and included a strongly nonlinear torquelength relationship which was sufficient to account for the seemingly complex
kinematic and stiffness data.
The 2/3 power law, that links movement path curvature and speed (Viviani
& Stucchi, 1992), has been interpreted as a signature of optimal planning of
the movement trajectory and in that respect as evidence for control of the entire
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trajectory rather than only of the movement end point (Viviani & Flash, 1995).
This interpretation of the 2/3 power law has, however, been called into question
by Schaal & Sternad (2001). While acknowledging that jerk minimization generates smooth trajectories consistent with the 2/3 power law, these authors showed
that such trajectories may also arise from the spring-like properties of the motor
system. Convergent evidence comes from Gribble and Ostry (1996) and Perrier and
Fuchs (2008) who were able to simulate the speed-curvature relations for planar
arm movements and for tongue movements using realistic biomechanical models
without planning at the trajectory level.
This exemplifies broader issues of the status of a large amount of theoretical
work that invokes optimality principles such as minimum jerk (Hogan, 1984; Flash
& Hogan, 1985), minimum work (Soechting et al., 1995), minimum-torque (Uno et
al., 1989), and minimum final state variance (Harris & Wolpert, 1998). In all cases,
the underlying assumption is that the trajectory as a whole is the object of optimization and with it planning, either explicitly or through the underlying mechanism of
torque generation. In stochastic optimal control, such trajectory planning is updated
at any time during movement execution, a notion in which planning and feedback
control are intertwined (Todorov & Jordan, 2002). However, Hermens and Gielen
(2004) found out that none of these optimal control models could account well for
experimental data collected from humans in a reaching task in 3D space.
To date, the debate about end-point vs. trajectory based motor planning has
not been definitely settled and continues to be an important topic in motor control
research that is linked to other major conceptual issues such as the existence and
the complexity of internal models, and the role of short delay feedback in movement control2. There is also the possibility, that the question has no general answer.
The extent to which movement trajectories are planned as a whole may depend on
the extent to which the precise timing of the trajectory matters (see also the next
section on timing).

Endpoint Control or Trajectory Control in Speech Production
The classical description of phonological inputs as sequences of discrete phonemes
suggests that speech production is organized in terms of movement targets, each
associated with a phoneme. The question whether speech motor control is fully
determined by the characteristics of the targets or whether additional constraints
apply to the transitions between targets is thus linked to phonological theories.
Target based speech motor control is consistent with the concept of the phoneme
and is much debated in phonology (Ohala, 1983; Ladefoged, 2000; Cutler et al., in
press). If the trajectories between targets are controlled, then this may be consistent
with theories advocating larger units which attribute an important role to transitions
rather than to steady states per se.
Theories in favor of target control are numerous. They differ with respect to the
domain in which the target is realized. For instance, Fant (1960) or Stevens (1972)
proposed that vowels are characterized by steady state spectral characteristics in
the acoustic domain. Similarly, Blumstein and Stevens (1979) suggested acoustic
targets (spectral characteristics of the burst) of stop consonants. In the articulatory
domain, the location and the size of the constriction in the vocal tract are often
assumed to characterize the vowel or consonant target (Browman & Goldstein,
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1986; Boë et al., 1992; Guenther, 1995). Payan and Perrier (1997) and Perrier et al.
(2003) were able to synthesize complex velocity profiles and articulatory paths for
selected phonemes using a biomechanical tongue model. In this model movements
are generated based on shifts of the motor commands with constant rate between
successive phoneme-specific target values.
Other studies provided evidence against the target hypothesis. Delattre et al.
(1955) noticed that the spectral transition from a consonant to the following vowel
plays a role in the perceptual identification of the consonant. Strange et al. (1983)
studied the identification of vowels in Consonant-Vowel-Consonant sequences when
the initial, the central, or the final part of the vowel was removed. She observed
that when the center was removed, the error rate remained close to the error rate
observed under normal conditions. In contrast, the error rate increased significantly
when the initial or final part was removed, which belongs to the transition phase.
These findings thus speak for a major role of the trajectory/transition in the identification of sounds in general. More recently, Cai et al. (2008) applied an online
perturbation paradigm to the first two formants of the /iau/ triphthong of Mandarin
Chinese. They observed that speakers compensate for the perturbation to generate
a trajectory in the first and second formant plane that is closer to the normal condition than it would be without compensation.
As for limb motor control, the question of whether movement targets or movement trajectories are the relevant motor goals continues to be a debated one in the
speech production literature. In speech perception, it is now clear that steady states
as well as transitions between steady states provide information that subserve the
identification of phonemes. Transitions play a critical role in conveying contextual
information. However, it is still unclear whether these transitions emerge from
the intrinsic properties of the speech production system without explicit planning
and then become key properties for the identification of phonological categories
or whether they are intentionally produced and controlled to enable effective
perception.
Although these debates are shared across the two domains, the terms in which
these debates are framed differ substantially. In limb motor control, the debate centers on the contribution of the intrinsic dynamic properties of the motor system to
trajectory formation, the existence and complexity of internal models, and the search
for optimality principles governing trajectory formation. In speech motor control,
the debate centers on the nature of the phonological units (phonemes, gestures or
syllables) and the role of dynamics in speech production and perception. That said,
it should also be noted that the theoretical and methodological approaches of the
field of limb motor control have impacted on the study of speech motor control
(see, among many others, Saltzman & Munhall, 1989; Houde & Jordan, 1998;
Tremblay et al., 2008; Perrier & Ma, 2008).

Timing and Coordination
Up to this point we have looked only into a small portion of what happens during
real object-oriented motion and natural speech generation. We have focused on
planning and controlling a single movement, while the timing and coordination of
multiple motor acts are also critical aspects of motor control. In the glass-of-water
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scene, the reaching movement of the hand to the glass of water unfolds at the same
time as the hand is prepared for the grasp. Furthermore, the tilting movement of the
hand to dip the glass before drinking occurs simultaneously with the transport back
as well as with the anticipatory opening of the mouth. Obviously, the coordinated
interplay of all submovements over time is essential to reach the glass without
throwing it over during grasping or spilling water during drinking.
Similarly, the timing of articulatory movements and the coordination of the
ensemble of articulators are critical to successful speech production. The fast and
variable speed of successive movements sets speech apart. In one breath most
people are able to realize a sequence of 20 syllables or 40 phoneme targets, quite
an extraordinary rapid fire sequence of action compared with the much lower rate at
which object-oriented motor behaviors are generated. The high rate of articulatory
motion is helped by the fact that most articulators, except the jaw, consist of soft
tissue. The speed of speech articulatory movements has two important implications for speech motor control. First, the high rate generically creates considerable temporal overlap of the single movements associated with the production
of adjacent phonemes. Successful speech generation requires that this overlap is
properly managed, a phenomenon called coarticulation. Second, the high rate of
articulatory movements makes online cortical feedback impossible. Moreover,
the duration of speech gestures may convey perceptual meaning that is coded
in a language (Isei-Jaakkola, 2004). Temporal transformations like stretching or
shrinking of articulatory movements often signal boundaries between words, larger
phrases, or sentences.

Absolute and Relative Timing and its Implementation
by Neuronal Limit Cycle Oscillators
Timing is the control of the time course of an action. Two aspects of timing must
be distinguished (see Schöner, 2002, for an introduction): Relative timing refers
to the temporal coordination of multiple movements or effectors. Here, changes to
the time course of one component affect the time course of other components. In
this way, coordination establishes and maintains stable and reproducible temporal
relationships between different effectors or between different movements of the
same effector. Relative timing is typically assessed through the variability and
stability of relative phase, or through the recovery of an invariant mean value of
relative phase following a perturbation (Schöner & Kelso, 1988). Absolute timing
refers to how the duration of a movement is controlled to generate a rhythmic pattern (locomotion, dancing, chewing, etc.), or to align a movement with events in
the outer world. Catching a ball is an example of a temporally discrete but timed
motor act: the duration and point of initiation of the catching movement is determined by the perceived time to contact. If that time changes—e.g., due to wind
that either holds up or accelerates the ball—the duration of the catching movement
is adapted. Thus, absolute timing refers to the reproducibility and stability of the
duration of a motor act and is typically assessed in terms of the variability of markers of duration (Ivry, 1996).
Most human movement involves both types of timing. This is true for speech
production. Relative timing is critical to speech production in the form of the coordination of the many components of the articulatory apparatus such as the jaw, the
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tongue, the lips, and the larynx. Absolute timing plays a role when the duration of
articulatory events is important for the communicative function. The importance of
duration varies across different languages. In Japanese, we find relatively stable units
of duration. In contrast, languages like English employ combinations of stressed
and unstressed syllables, which differ in their durations, stressed syllables being
typically longer in duration than unstressed syllables.
There has been much work on the neural mechanisms that may underlie both
forms of timing. One concept is that of a neural clock which associates neuronal
activation variables with time (Ivry & Spencer, 2004). To become functional as
a timing device, such a neural clock must be started and reset once the motor act
has terminated. This makes such neural clocks special cases of the larger class of
neural oscillators (Schöner, 2002). Stable oscillation is generic in coupled neuronal
networks. An exemplary mathematical analysis by Amari (1977) explains why that
is the case. The mechanism entails an excitatory and an inhibitory neuronal population. The excitatory population couples both back onto itself (self-excitation) and
onto the inhibitory population, which in turn projects inhibitorily onto the excitatory
population. The analysis confirms the intuitive notion that such an arrangement will
lead to a sequence in which an increase of excitatory activation is followed by an
increase of inhibitory activation. The rising inhibition suppresses excitatory activation. When excitatory activation has fallen enough, it no longer drives inhibition
so that inhibitory activation begins to fall. That releases excitatory activation from
inhibition and the cycle can resume from the beginning. Similar circuits generating
neuronal oscillation are common in the nervous systems.
Mathematically speaking, such stable neuronal oscillators form stable limit
cycles which account for basic features of absolute timing and coordination
(Schöner, 2002). In particular, the increase of timing variability with increasing
mean duration (Wing & Kristofferson, 1973), that is also observed in the perception of durations (Ivry & Hazeltine, 1995), emerges naturally out of an oscillator
account (Schöner, 2002). Such circuits also help understanding how timing is perceived (Ivry, 1996; Large & Palmer, 2002) and how timed actions may be linked to
perceived external signals (Schöner, 1994). Franz et al. (1992) provided evidence
that timing processes involved in limb movements and those involved in speech
movements overlap. They found that within-subject variability of cycle durations of
repeated utterances, of nonspeech jaw movements, of finger and of forearm tapping
were all significantly correlated: Individuals with precise timing in arm or finger
movement also tended to have precise timing in speech production.

Coordination in Limb Movements
Although coordination is often defined as the stabilization of both spatial and temporal relationships among the movements of different effectors or among movement
components, stable relative timing is the most common signature of coordination.
Relative timing can be assessed through the variance of measures of relative timing
or by studying the recovery of a timing relationship after a phasic perturbation
(Schöner & Kelso, 1988; Turvey, 1990). The theoretical framework of neuronal
oscillation lends itself to an account of coordination because the coupling among
different neuronal oscillators generically leads to stable patterns of relative timing
(Aronson et al., 1987). In fact, coupling two neuronal oscillators at the excitatory
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level leads to synchronization of the oscillators. If the oscillators and the motor
systems which they drive are similar, the emergent pattern of relative timing is in
an “in-phase” form of coordination in which homologous limbs go through identical kinematic states at the same time. If each inhibitory layer is coupled to the
excitatory layer of the other oscillator, coordination manifests itself at “anti-phase”
pattern synchronization, in which homologous components alternate their kinematic
states (Schöner, 2002). These two patterns of coordination are generically found
in rhythmic limb movement (Kelso, 1984). Without practice, other, intermediate
phase relationships are more variable and biased toward these two basic patterns
(Yamanishi et al., 1980).
That the stability of patterns of relative timing is not only a sufficient, but also
a necessary condition for timing, is underlined by the observation that a loss of
coordination is accompanied by a loss of stability (Schöner & Kelso, 1988a). Kelso
(1984) observed abrupt transitions from the anti-phase to the in-phase pattern of
coordination when the frequency of rhythmic bimanual movement was increased.
Later work confirmed the theoretical prediction (Schöner et al., 1986) that this
transition should be accompanied by signatures of a loss of stability, that is, an
increase of the variance of relative phase in the anti-phase pattern just before the
transition (Kelso, Scholz, & Schöner, 1986) and an increase in the time needed to
recover the anti-phase pattern following a perturbation (Kelso et al., 1988).
May the theoretical account of coupled oscillators be interpreted mechanistically, for instance by postulating that coupling among spinal central pattern generators is responsible for the observed patterns of coordination and their instabilities
(Grossberg et al., 1997)? Mechsner et al. (2001) have provided evidence, that the
neuronal dynamics resides at a more abstract level that is closely linked to the
perceptual representations of movement patterns. In their experiments, participants
performed coordinated movements of the index fingers of their two hands. The
patterns were anatomically either in-phase (homologous muscles cocontracting)
or anti-phase (homologous muscles alternating). In addition, the two hands were
either held in symmetrical spatial postures (both hands facing up or both facing
down) or in asymmetrical spatial postures (one hand facing up, the other facing
down). As a result, the anatomical in-phase pattern was either a spatially symmetric
pattern (the two index fingers moving toward each other) or a spatially asymmetric
pattern (the two index fingers moving parallel to each other). The question was: is it
always the anatomical anti-phase pattern that loses stability at higher frequencies?
Or is it the spatial symmetry of the pattern that decides which pattern becomes
unstable? Mechnser and colleagues found that the spatially asymmetric pattern, in
which the index fingers move in parallel in space, is the one that becomes unstable,
irrespective of whether that pattern is performed by homologous muscles alternating or by homologous muscles synchronizing! They concluded that coordination
arises at the level of the spatial representation of planned and perceived movement
(the ideo-motor principle, in their terms), not at the level of coupling between
anatomical units.
Coupling and synchronization affect absolute timing. In a bimanual fingertapping task, Helmuth and Ivry (1996) discovered that the variability of the cycle
time for each effector was reduced compared with single-handed tapping (see also
review by Ivry & Richardson, 2002). The theory of coupled limit cycle oscillators
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explains this effect: Synchronization with a coupled oscillator is an additional
source of stabilization (Schöner, 2002).
Although relative timing is often studied in rhythmic movements, stable
temporal relationships occur naturally also during discrete motor acts. Kelso et al.
(1979) contrasted monomanual with bimanual pointing movements. Using Fitts’
law (1954) they arranged for one hand to perform a fast movement monomanually
(small amplitude, low precision requirement) and for the other hand to perform a
slow movement monomanually (large amplitude, high precision requirement). When
the two disparate movements were initiated simultaneously with the two hands,
their speed, velocity and acceleration patterns were almost perfectly synchronous.
Similarly coordinated are the two components of an ordinary prehension movement,
the reaching (or transport) component that moves the hand from its initial position
to the spatial location of an object, and the grasping (or manipulation) component.
Jeannerod (1984) found that the temporal relationship between these two components is highly stable, the fast initial phase of the transport component being synchronized with an extension movement of the fingers. The onset of finger closure
is highly correlated with the beginning of the low velocity phase of the transport
component which invariantly begins around 75% of movement time. Paulignan et
al. (1991) probed the stability of this pattern of coordination by inducing sudden
and unexpected changes in the spatial locations of the reaching target. Corrective
reaction was observed not only in the wrist’s transport trajectory, but also in the
kinematic pattern of hand shaping. The opening of the grip was interrupted and
then resumed at the appropriate timing consistent with the approach movement.
Analogous indices of coordination can be observed in considerably more complex
movements (see Ivry et al., 2004, for a detailed review).
Theoretical modeling (Schöner, 1989) has demonstrated that the same conceptual framework, the coupling of stable limit cycles, can be used to account for
the coordination of discrete movement. Temporally discrete motor acts require, of
course, additional processes such as the initiation and termination of the movement,
modeled through a second level of neuronal dynamics that drives the system through
appropriate instabilities (Schöner, 1989). Thus, the shared mechanism of temporal
coordination across discrete as well as rhythmic movements is not in conflict with
neuronal (Schaal et al., 2004) and behavioral (Hogan & Sternad, 2007) evidence
for differences across these two forms of temporal organization.

Interarticulatory Coordination in Speech
Speech is fundamentally rhythmic in nature, if not in the sense of strict periodicity
(Cummins & Port, 1998). The temporal complexity of speech production makes
the question of coordination all the more challenging and interesting. An emerging
consensus in the research community postulates that during the production of each
sound, different articulators are coupled over a brief time interval in a task-dependent
manner. Compelling and direct evidence for the existence of stable, functional
links among articulators during speech comes from perturbation studies. Kelso
et al. (1984) and Munhall and Kelso (1985) developed an experimental design in
which an unexpected mechanical load was applied to the participant’s lower lip,
preventing it to achieve the normal bilabial closure for the realization of a /p/ or
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/b/. Monitoring the movements of both upper and lower lip, these authors found a
remote compensatory reaction in the upper lip, which—within about 40 ms after
the onset of the perturbation—began to drop lower than on unperturbed trials to
achieve the bilabial closure. Critically, this remote compensatory reaction was
absent when bilabial closure was unnecessary (e.g., to utter /z/). The perturbations
affected the timing of the subsequent sequence. When the onset of the perturbation
occurred during the /p/, the subsequent vowel was shortened. When the offset of
the perturbation occurred during the /p/, the subsequent vowel was lengthened.
In a follow-up investigation (Saltzman et al., 1992; Munhall et al., 1994), unexpected perturbations were applied at three different points in time: just before the
preceding vowel offset, early during closure, and late in the oral closure, that is,
close to the release. In all cases, a longer acoustic Voice Onset Time (VOT) and
shorter closure duration were found in the perturbed condition. In these studies,
the researchers moved beyond the earlier work by also observing glottal abduction and adduction gestures by means of a transillumination technique. Laryngeal
responses to the perturbation occurred mainly when the perturbation was applied
just before the preceding vowel offset. The onset of glottal abduction was delayed
causing a longer vowel duration, a delay that may be interpreted as an effort to
preserve laryngeal-oral timing. This is consistent with the literature according to
which the oral closing gesture and the glottal abduction gesture are closely timed
in the production of voiceless stops (see Fuchs, 2005 for an overview). However,
similar results were not found during the release phase or toward the end of /p/’s
production. Thus, while the onset of laryngeal abduction and oral closure seem to be
tightly coupled, this coupling seems less strong throughout the rest of the trajectory.
Differences in interarticulatory coordination and timing between opening and
closing gestures were reported by Gracco (1988) who looked at the coordination
between the lips and the jaw in the first /p/ of the pseudo-word “sapapple”. He
found that the closing gestures of the two articulators were tightly coupled. In
addition, Gracco examined the underlying EMG activities of the lips. While the
timing of activation onsets, peak EMG amplitudes, and velocities for oral closing
movements covaried, the oral opening turned out to be much more variable. This
could be interpreted as consistent with the task requirements. The closing gesture in
this example is the transition from the preceding vowel to the /p/ while the opening
gesture is the transition from the /p/ to the following vowel. The closing gesture
requires a tight coupling of the lips and the jaw but the opening gesture does not.
Indirect evidence for interarticulatory coordination comes from studies of the
labial-coronal effect and verbal transformation effect, in which slight changes of
articulatory movements induce substantial shifts in the interarticulatory coordination
of successive segments and their perception. The labial-coronal effect goes back to
MacNeilage and Davis (2000) who investigated speech acquisition and explained
it in terms of the preferred co-occurrences between certain consonant and vowel
places of articulations in human languages. According to MacNeilage and Davis,
bilabials would be simpler to produce than coronals, since the first require only
a cyclical jaw motion as in babbling and mastication, whereas the latter need an
active motion of the tongue which is independent of jaw motion. They also proposed
that the simpler consonant would be used to initiate a word. Rochet-Capellan and
Schwartz (2007) suggested that the labial-coronal effect may also be explained in
terms of an anticipation of the coronal consonant during the labial. To investigate
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interarticulatory coordination during the labial-coronal effect these authors used
a speeding up paradigm and found it to induce a shift from two jaw cycles per
bisyllabic word to one jaw cycle. This shift modifies the interarticulatory coordination between the jaw and the constrictors: When the speaking rate increases in
a sequence with a coronal consonant first and a labial second (CL), the change in
jaw cycles may induce the reverse pattern with the bilabial consonant first (LC).
In this sense, the LC sequence is more stable than the CL sequence. Sato et al.
(2006) found that also in perception LC-sequences are more stable (transform less)
and more attractive (attract more transformations) compared with CL-sequences.
Similar perceptual changes have been frequently found and are referred to as the
verbal transformation effect. Repeating continuously the English word “life”, for
instance, can induce a shift from the perception of “life” to the perception of “fly”
(for an overview, see Sato et al., 2006).
This brief review has illustrated that the study of the coordination among
effectors is probably the area in which the closest theoretical and methodological
synergy exists between approaches to limb and to speech articulatory movements.

Intergestural Coordination in Speech: Coarticulation
and Syllable Structure
In speech production, the coordination between different segments that follow each
other in time is a major theme. The traditional idea (Chomsky & Halle, 1968) that
language is generated from a limited number of invariant phonological units has
not been confirmed empirically for a comprehensive set of sounds. At the level of
the electromyographic, articulatory, or acoustic signals that accompany speech it is
close to impossible to find evidence for such invariance (see Perkell & Klatt, 1986,
for a broad discussion). Thus, speech is highly variable. One potential origin of such
variance is that in a sequence of units, neighbors may modify each others’ physical
characteristics. This phenomenon is called coarticulation and is one of the major
topics in speech communication research that lies at the interface between phonetics and phonology. A central question is whether coarticulation originates from
centrally controlled processes or whether coarticulation is merely a consequence of
the mechanical properties of speech and is thus a relatively peripheral phenomenon.
Another dimension of the literature on coarticulation is the distinction between the
influence of a unit on its predecessor (regressive or anticipatory coarticulation) and
the influence of a unit on its successor (progressive or carry-over coarticulation).
It has been often proposed that anticipatory coarticulation may reflect a centrally
planned process, while carry-over coarticulation could be due to the physical
properties of the speech apparatus. Given the extensive research on coarticulation,
we can only provide a cursory survey to illustrate the different streams in the field.
Henke (1966) studied anticipatory coarticulation. He supposed that phonemes
are the minimal phonological units, characterized by a certain number of spectral or
articulatory features. Features characterizing a phoneme, pn, would be propagated
backward to the preceding phonemes pm (m < n) as long as they are compatible
with the features of those phonemes pm. This look-ahead model is thus purely
based on the linguistic feature description of the speech task.
In contrast, the coproduction model elaborated at Haskins Laboratories posits
that coarticulation is a consequence of dynamical interactions between tempo-
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rally overlapping gestures (Fowler, 1977, 1980; Kelso, Saltzman, & Tuller, 1986;
Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). In this model, speech units are specified as target
gestures which are attractors of a dynamical control system, modeled as a linear
mass-spring system. The gestures emerge from the transient relaxation of the articulatory system toward the attractor. The duration of these gestures thus depends on
the strength of the attractor. Coarticulation takes place when the transient state of
the articulatory system still reflects the previous gesture as the new attractor for
the following gesture is set.
The coproduction model has been extended to account for the coupling of gestures in onset and coda position and the way these positions affect the coordination
of various articulatory gestures. In the planning oscillator framework an entrained
ensemble of oscillators (one per gesture) collectively represent a multidimensional
‘clock’ for the utterance (Nam & Saltzman, 2003; see also experimental data by
Marin & Pouplier, 2010). The model postulates that in the syllable onset position,
coordination between all consonants (Ci) and the vowel (V) involves in-phase
target states of the oscillators. If the onset consists of a consonant cluster (CC),
then the two consonants are coupled in an anti-phase pattern. These different forms
of coupling lead to competition that gives rise to the c-center effect (Browman &
Goldstein, 2000) in which any additional consonant changes the phase of all preceding consonant gestures with respect to the vowel. For a syllable coda position
(VCC), both VC and CC coordination involve anti-phase target states. Hence, there
is no competition between different coupling states and no c-center effect (for a
more advanced overview of this modeling approach see Saltzman et al., 2006) as
predicted by Browman and Goldstein.
A different model of coarticulation proposed by Öhman (1967) postulated two
different modes for vowels and consonants. A vowel1-consonant-vowel2 (V1CV2)
sequence is assumed to emerge from a vowel cycle, i.e., from the transition between
the two vowel targets with a superimposed consonant cycle. Measuring the coarticulatory variability in V1CV2-sequences in Spanish and Catalan, Recasens (1987,
2002) observed that the influence of V2 on V1 and on C was strongly dependent on
the consonant C. He interpreted this phenomenon as the result of consonant specific
constraints imposing more or less resistance against the variability (called DAC,
DAC, Degree of Articulatory Constraint) induced by coarticulation.
The integration of ideas of motor planning into theories of speech motor control
started only in the late eighties. Whalen (1990) suggested that coarticulation may
be “largely” planned. The concept of optimality was invoked by Keating (1988) in
her window model in which sounds have a certain target window in the articulatory
or acoustic domain. Planning a speech sequence consists of finding the optimal
path through all the target windows.
Similarly, the phonological inventory of a language (i.e., the number of elementary sounds and their proximity) may be a constraint on coarticulation (Manuel &
Krakow, 1984; Manuel, 1990). A language with a small number of well distinct
phonemes may allow for more variability and stronger coarticulation than a language with a more crowded vowel space. The structure of the language may also
constrain the length of the units that are planned within a sequence (Ma et al., 2009).

Sequencing and Coarticulation in Limb Movements
In contrast to the generation of phonemes in speech, the execution of sequences of
object oriented limb movements is usually assumed to be less time critical. Coar-
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ticulation may, however, be relevant when temporally contiguous movements are
made. Consider two different movements in our example of waiter and patron. If the
waiter reaches for an inverted glass to pour water for the patron, he will approach
the glass with his hand in a thumb-down position to hold it in thumb-up position
when pouring water into it. In contrast, if the waiter just moves the same glass
from one end of the counter to another, he will grasp it in thumb-up hand position.
Obviously, the choice of the first motor act is adapted with respect to the goal of
the second movement, enabling a comfortable end state (Rosenbaum et al., 2006).
Similar to those daily life observations, experiments with various motion tasks
showed that movement parameters like hand shaping, peak aperture, and reaching
duration of an initial reaching and grasping submovement are affected in various
ways by the movement that follows (Ansuini et al., 2006, 2008; Armbrüster & Spijkers, 2006). Throwing or placing an object under high or low accuracy constraints,
for instance, affects hand shaping during the approach phase. Specifically, the
hand posture for grasping the object is attained early during the reach and remains
almost unchanged during the reach when the end-goal does not require accurate
manipulation. Furthermore, the speed of the reaching movement is also affected
by the precision requirements of the subsequent movement. Low accuracy leads
to fast, high accuracy to slow reaching movements. The energetic efficiency of
coarticulation in limb movements was addressed by Klein Breteler et al. (2003)
who found that anticipatory modifications of the terminal arm posture of the first
submovement in a 3D drawing sequence maximized end state comfort and energetic
efficiency of the overall movement.
The reviewed evidence for coarticulation comes from temporally discrete,
object-oriented limb movements, which are not subject to rhythmic timing constraints. More similar to speech, perhaps, are the rhythmic movement sequences
involved in making music. Playing the piano requires bimanual key presses within
a strict temporal schema to produce enjoyable music. In a review of this task that
focused on coarticulation of fingers, Engel (1997) found anticipatory movements
that subserved the temporal or spatial requirements of the musical task. To adhere to
the temporal constraints of the piano piece, players had to perform a so-called intermediary “thumb-under maneuver” with hand repositioning for specific sequences
of notes. In other cases, with the same starting sequence, this reconfiguration was
not necessary. This shows that, as a matter of principle, the hand motor system has
the capacity of executing sequential elements in an overlapping fashion.
Another scenario of limb movements with a strong linguistic component is
the production of sign language, which is easily accessible to observation. Jerde et
al. (2003a) evaluated the impact of coarticulation in finger spelling by measuring
movements of fingers and wrist. They found forward and reverse influences across
finger-generated letters analogous to the patterns found in speech. In addition to the
tendency to reduce differences between sequential finger shapes—called assimilation by the authors—they identified a second class of coarticulation events which
result in an accentuation of differences between shapes. This so-called dissimilation may support visual discrimination of words and recognition by the observer.
Consequently, dissimilation was predominant for the index and middle finger joints
which are known to be fundamental for letter recognition (Jerde et al., 2003b).
The reviewed aspects of coarticulation in limb motor control appear to be primarily reflective of efficiency and end state comfort and generally less time critical
than related effects in speech production. It is quite possible, however, that closer
analogies to speech production may be discovered if coarticulation were studied
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in more complex manipulation tasks that require fluent, coordinated action. This
may be an interesting field of research in which the domain of limb motor control
may derive inspiration from work on speech production.

Control and Biomechanics
We return to our glass-of-water example for one last time. At some point, the
physical movement of the arm must be brought about. To accelerate and then
decelerate the arm, the actor must overcome the inertia of the arm. As the arm is a
multi-link kinematic chain, the different joints are mechanically coupled. Torque
actively generated at any individual joint leads to reactive torques at the other
joints. Gravitational forces are at work all the time, of course, but their impact on
the arm’s degrees of freedom varies as the joint configuration changes. When the
actor has grasped the glass, the force relationships change again, as the glass adds
inertial and gravitational load to the arm.
Moreover, to keep a firm grip of the glass, the frictional force exerted by the
hand onto the glass must be sufficient to transmit the acceleration and deceleration
of the hand onto the glass. Moving a glass filled with water also entails solving
complex problems of coupled rigid body and fluid dynamics. Mechanical problems
of this general nature must be solved similarly by the speech articulatory system.
Although the speech apparatus does not typically deal with unknown external
objects, problems of inertia are important given the high movement rates of the
articulators. Moreover, the speech articulatory system has some particularities such
as the deformable soft-tissue structures of lips and tongue.
Gravity is a basic mechanical constraint for movements. How gravity matters
is reflected in the modification of movement kinematics when the orientation of a
movement changes relative to the gravity vector (Papaxanthis et al., 1998; Pozzo
et al., 1998). Similar observations have been made for arm movements in a pointing task by Smetanin and Popov (1997) and for jaw movements during speech
production by Shiller et al. (1999). These authors compared the terminal positions
reached at the end of the movement, when participants’ bodies were oriented either
vertically or horizontally in the gravitational field. In both movement domains the
terminal positions differed consistently with respect to the effect of gravity: arm
movement amplitude was smaller and jaw position lower, when movements were
made in opposition to the gravity vector. However, these differences remained within
an acceptable range and the movement goals were attained under all conditions.
In the case of speech, intelligibility was preserved independently of the head’s
orientation. Stone et al. (2007) observed similar differences in tongue movements
during speech production in upright versus supine position. Simulations based on a
realistic 3D biomechanical tongue model that employed the same motor commands
for upright and supine position reproduced these differences (Buchaillard et al.,
2009). All these observations suggest that for both limb and speech movements, the
motor system does not adjust motor commands to create movements that are invariant against changes in orientation relative to gravity, but endows movement with
a sufficient amount of stability to remain functional under such varied conditions.
Other than the influence of gravity, the mechanical constraints relevant to arm
and limb movements are quite different from those relevant to speech movements.
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Arm and limb movements face considerable changes in inertia and interaction
torques across workspace. An indirect indication of this fact emerges from the
perturbation experiments of Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi (1994) discussed earlier. After learning to adapt to an external force field, which was then removed,
participants displayed after-effects both in the right part of the work space, which
they had explored during adaptation as well as in the left part of the work space,
which they had not. The after-effects differed in the two hemispaces in a way that
was consistent with differences in joint geometry. Hence, the movement accuracy
obtained under normal conditions across the entire work space must be achieved
in a way that takes into account these mechanical differences.
Arm movements may be oriented toward physical objects, another distinction
from speech movements. Johansson and Westling (1984) showed that participants
who move their hand while holding slippery objects between their fingers adjust the
grip force to the requirements of friction and object inertia. Similarly, Zatsiorsky
et al. (2005) established a phase synchronized modulation of the grip force applied
to a vertically oriented handle that participants moved cyclically up and down.
Speech articulators are, of course, also affected by gravity and inertia. Humans
are able to speak while running or jumping or being accelerated in a carousel.
Hence, the speech motor system can be stabilized to achieve the goals of the task
under variable conditions. There are not many quantitative studies of the underlying
control strategies. One contribution was made by Shiller et al. (2001) who studied
the effects of head acceleration on jaw movements during speech production. Their
results are consistent with the idea that motor commands are adjusted to reduce
the effect of acceleration.
The specificity of speech production arises from the intrinsic biomechanical
properties of the speech articulators. First, the typical high rate of speech leads
to large accelerations. The tongue is a hydrostat, i.e., a soft body with highly
complex, typically non linear, physical properties and deformation capabilities
(Gerard et al., 2005). This articulator is supported by the mandible, a rigid body
with dynamical properties that differ strongly from the ones of the tongue. Hence,
the mechanical coupling between these two articulators cannot be described by
conventional rigid-body mechanical laws. Another characteristic of tongue and lip
movements is that these articulators are most of the time in contact with other parts
of the vocal tract: the teeth, the palate, the velum, and the pharyngeal walls for the
tongue, and the lower lip with the upper lip or the teeth. Hence, the mechanical
boundary conditions and the effective number of degrees of freedom vary over the
course of a movement. Finally, the speech articulators are also under the influence
of pressure forces that arise from the propagation of airflow that is responsible for
the generation of acoustic waves in the vocal tract.
The impact of these specific biomechanical properties of speech articulators
has recently been studied. This has made it possible to develop realistic, complex,
biomechanical models of the articulators (Wilhelms-Tricarico, 1995; Payan & Perrier, 1997; Dang & Honda, 2004; Gerard et al., 2006; Buchaillard et al., 2009). It has
been shown, for instance, that trajectories of certain sounds are largely influenced
by muscle anatomy and tongue-palate interactions (Perrier et al., 2003), as well
as by fluid-soft tissues interactions (Perrier et al., 2000), and that velocity profiles
can be determined by muscle fibers orientations (Payan & Perrier, 1997). Perrier
and Fuchs (2008) have suggested that speed-curvature relations may result from
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the intrinsic physical properties of the articulators. In the present volume, Nazari
et al. examine the impact of the stress stiffening effect in contracted muscle tissues
onto the achievement of lip protrusion and rounding.

Conclusion
Looking at the full complexity of object-oriented limb movements as well as
speech movements with an eye for analogies and contrasts, we found considerable
convergence. Motor goals in both domains are clearly task-specific, but realized
by coupling structures at the level of the effectors. Although target states organize
goal-directed movement, specific control processes tune movement trajectories.
The serial order of task states and their sequential production are central to speech
and relevant to object-oriented action as well. Coordination among effectors has
been studied in the two domains with strongly overlapping theoretical concepts
and shared experimental methods.
Points of contrast also emerged from our comparative analysis. Intergestural
coordination has not been studied much for object-oriented action, but is a central
concern of researchers who try to understand how the elements of language are
enacted during speech production. The fast, but task-dependent compensatory
reactions to perturbations observed in speech production push the envelope of what
is known from limb movements. Biomechanical constraints also differ in the two
domains. In manipulatory movements, the effects of adaptation to external loads
are a major concern. In speech production, the properties of soft tissue articulators and the sheer speed of the articulatory movements pose unique problems. A
common thread of these points of divergence between the two domains may be
the high rate of movement in speech production. Motor goals follow each other in
a fast sequence of articulatory events. This may require more planning ahead, and
more coordination among subsequent elements of the sequence allowing for fast
anticipatory adjustments to predictable articulatory challenges.
Interchange between the research communities in these two domains of motor
control has been a source of innovation in the past and will continue to be so in
the future. For instance, the concept of stability emerged from studies of bimanual
coordination but has led to profound inquiries into how the articulators are bound
into stable patterns for brief time intervals before reconfiguring for the next gesture. Coarticulation may yet to become a source for a deeper understanding of the
behavioral organization of object-oriented motor action. Moving between the two
domains also provides useful perspectives in relation to the theoretical debates that
we touched upon. In most cases, the best strategy has been to avoid simple yes/
no dichotomies and instead uncover the underlying processes. The fluent movement from gesture to gesture that characterizes speech, for instance, suggests that
movement is fundamentally continuous in nature, so that the traditional dichotomy
of discrete and rhythmic movement may be about two particular limit cases that
are not in fundamental opposition to each other. In both limb and speech motor
control, the increasing availability of detailed process models leads to a new quality
of theoretical debates by enabling researchers to explicitly formalize, quantify, and
test different hypotheses. We believe that the confluence of convergent theoretical,
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conceptual, and empirical lines of thinking will greatly advance our understanding
of the nature of voluntary movement across the two fields.
We have seen in many cases how the concepts that enable us to understand the
motor control of speech production need to be tightly linked to the conceptual framework in which language itself is understood. The analogous issue in limb movement
is, ultimately, the theoretical stance of embodied cognition which emphasizes that
cognition manifests itself in its physical enaction in structured environments. From
this point of view, cognitive processes are tightly linked to the sensory and motor
surfaces and constrained by the organizational principles of nervous systems.
Conversely, the embodiment stance implies that understanding the motor control
of object-oriented actions requires a framework for how meaningful goal-oriented
behavior emerges in structured environments from embodied cognitive systems.
The shared theoretical language may be the language of time-continuous neural
dynamic processes that may capture the links across components and levels that
enable fluid, goal-oriented behavior (Schneegans & Schöner, 2008). If this analogy
holds, it can also play back into the domain of language, in which it is becoming
increasingly clear that the production of language is constrained by its embedding
in situated communicative processes (Fowler et al., 2008).

Notes
1. An effector system is redundant when more degrees of freedom are available than needed
to achieve a particular task (Cruse et al., 1993; Martin et al., 2009).
2. These important issues are not addressed in this paper. We have addressed them more specifically in other publications (Perrier, 2006).
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